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“Chaos isn’t a pit. Chaos is a ladder.”
- Petyr “Littlefinger” Baelish, master schemer

• Havoc wreaked by COVID-19 self-evident

• With chaos comes opportunity

• Economic downturn presents opportunities for short- and long-
term income tax savings
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• Freezes / refreezes

• Estate planning opportunities

• Loss utilization

• Prescribed rate loans

• 2020 federal budget considerations

Presentation Overview
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• Minimize tax on death / divestiture by 
mitigating future capital gain

• Taxpayer’s interest in property (e.g., real 
estate) or shares “frozen” at current 
values

• Future growth typically accrues to family 
members (or trust settled for their 
benefit)

• Proactive planning critical

Freezes / Refreezes
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• Myriad freeze strategies available

• Generally, transfer of property or common shares to company
for fixed-value preferred shares

• Voting control frequently retained and preferred shares
transferred to a life interest trust (e.g., alter ego trust)

Freeze Mechanics
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• Longstanding CRA policy on preferred share rights/restrictions:
1. Redeemable at holder’s option (i.e., retractable)

2. Carry voting rights in respect of matters pertaining to share class

3. Greater preference on any distribution arising from corporate dissolution

4. No restriction on transferability (other than as mandated by law)

5. Underlying corporation restricted on paying dividends on other share 
classes if it would impair ability to pay the shares’ full redemption amount

Preferred Share Rights/Restrictions
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• Valuation always key consideration
• Price Adjustment Clauses (PACs) and bona fide steps critical

• COVID-19 presents favourable valuation scenarios
• Public securities

• Commercial real estate (urban vs. suburban)

• Private company shares

Freeze – Valuation
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• Opportune time for previous freezors to consider “refreezing”
equity interests

• Preferred shares received on previous freeze refrozen at current
(lower) equity value

• Favourable CRA commentary on viability of refreezes

Refreezes
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• Similar considerations as freezes (e.g., PACs, share rights)

• Consider basis for post-freeze decline in value
• CRA caution if decline “manufactured” to justify refreeze

• Benefit of external valuations / third party appraisals

• Corporate attribution rule concern

Refreezes – Considerations
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• Estate freeze key planning consideration

• COVID-19 presents opportunity to consider lifetime (i.e., inter 
vivos) transfers
• Reduce / avoid probate fees and minimize capital gain on death

• Main income tax consideration is ITA 69(1)
• Excessive or double taxation possible due to unparallel treatment

Estate Planning Opportunities
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• ITA 69(1)(a) applies to acquisition of property above FMV
• Deemed acquisition by transferee at cost equal to FMV

• No change to transferor’s proceeds

• ITA 69(1)(b) applies to disposition of property for proceeds less than FMV or gift
• Deemed FMV proceeds to transferor

• No change to transferee’s cost

• ITA 69(1)(c) applies to acquisition of property by gift, inheritance or disposition
with no change in beneficial interest
• Deemed acquisition by transferee at cost equal to FMV

• Does not apply to a disposition for proceeds less than FMV

Estate Planning Opportunities – ITA 69(1)
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• Spousal transfers subject to automatic rollover (unless elect out 
of section 73)
• Beware attribution rules

• Transfers to life interest trusts

• Transfers to lineal descendants 

Estate Planning Opportunities – Lifetime Transfers
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• Opportune time to consider taxable property 
transfers
• Upfront tax cost vs. long-term tax savings

• Payment terms – capital gains reserve
• Attribution rules / stop-loss rules

• “Superficial loss” rules

• Personal-use property

• Assets with accrued capital losses to spouse
• “Superficial loss” in ITA 40(2)(g)(i) and ITA 53(1)(f)

Estate Planning Opportunities – COVID-19
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• Widespread personal and corporate losses suffered during
pandemic

• Consider maximal benefit to accrued / realized losses
• Three-year carryback period for realized losses

• Beware of intervening year-ends (e.g. amalgamations)

• ITA 50(1) – deduction for bad debt/shares of bankrupt
corporation
• Beware of debt forgiveness

Loss Utilization
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• Beware of stop-loss rules – ITA 40(3.4) and ITA 112(3)

• General CRA acceptance of loss utilization within affiliated
corporate group

• Wind-up or amalgamation if profits / losses in separate 
companies
• Consider liability concerns, commercial prudence, etc.

Loss Utilization
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• Profitco transfer of assets, business to Lossco
• Creating intercompany charges between Profitco and Lossco

• Interest, rent, management fees, etc.

• Pre-divestiture asset transfer to Lossco
• ITA 69(11)

• Daylight loan planning to create interest expense in Profitco and 
income inclusion in Lossco

Loss Utilization
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• Selling companies with losses
• Non-capital losses can be carried forward after an acquisition of 

control only if the corporation carries on the business with a 
reasonable expectation of profit

• Non-acquisition of control transactions

Loss Utilization
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• 2020 Q3 prescribed interest rate is 1%

• Income splitting benefits to prescribed rate loans

• Excepted from the tax on split income (TOSI)

• Requires personally-held cash

Prescribed Rate Loans
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Prescribed Rate Loans – Mechanics

Mrs. Singh

portfolio of publicly 
traded securities

loan

Minor Child 1

Minor Child 2 

Mrs. Singh

Money
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• Additional benefits to trust utilization
• Asset management/protection/flexibility/control

• Forthcoming enhanced trust reporting regime
• Tax and non-tax issues

• Reversionary trusts (s.75(2)) and association
• U.S. persons
• Family law considerations
• TOSI – dividends and capital gains on public shares / debt

• Other investments?

Prescribed Rate Loans – Considerations
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• Federal budget typically released March / April

• Indefinite postponement due to COVID-19

• Several tax-related measures expected in 2020 budget

2020 Federal Budget
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• Rampant speculation about future economic / tax landscape

• Greater consideration of planning steps to mitigate downside 
risk
• Crystallizations

• Proactive pre-divestiture transactions

• Surplus stripping

2020 Federal Budget – Considerations
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• Chaos created by COVID-19 presents income tax opportunities

• Short- and long-term tax savings achievable despite economic 
downturn

• Proactive planning key to successfully navigating turbulent times

Conclusion
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181 Bay Street, Suite 3300
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5J 2T3

416-864-0829  Phone
416-864-1106  Fax

@ThorTax
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Vancouver, BC, Canada V7X 1J2
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